Toward efficient sludge processing using novel rheological parameters: dynamic rheological testing.
Materials known as complex fluids exhibit a transitional behaviour between their solid and liquid states. Sludges produced at different treatment stages of wastewater treatment are examples of these materials, since they exhibit solid behaviour within shorter time frames and liquid behaviour over longer durations. These sludges can also change from solid-like to liquid-like, or vice versa, when subjected to even a slight deformation; this stems from their complex makeup, which includes both particulate materials and polymeric gels, including both biopolymers and the synthetic polymers used in conditioning them. This paper focuses on two means of quantifying dynamic rheological test results: (1) the linear viscoelastic behaviour (LVE) of sludge samples, as measured by the strain sweep analysis storage (G') and loss moduli (G"); and (2) the flow curve, which presents the relationship between the shear viscosity and shear rate and determines the yield stress values of samples using the strain sweep test mode. With these methods, sludges can be more accurately characterised, allowing better prediction of their behaviour in treatment and transport processes.